
 
 

Name of Church  REMOVED 

Date of Visit 10/14/18 

Your Name Removed 

Which service did you attend? 9:30 

Did someone greet you upon arrival? Yes 

Were there clear indicators of where you were supposed to go? 

Yes 

Was there a “New Visitors” or “Welcome” desk? Yes 

If you said “yes,” above, was there anyone at the desk before 
service? No 

How long did you have to wait at the desk?  

No one ever spoke to me 

Did they offer you next steps? No 

Did they ask for your contact information? N/A 

Describe your experience in one sentence:  

It appeared that people did not place an emphasis on greeting 

new people. 

Write a branding statement: 

A big church that does a lot of family things 

Was the branding and vision consistent? Somewhat Consistent 

Other than a basic greeting, how much time passed before 

anyone spoke to you?  5-15 min 

Did the handout/sermon notes have any place for your contact 

info? Yes 

Were there monitors or other signs that instruct you how to get 

involved? No 

Were the next steps clear? Yes 

Name the best two “Next Steps” for you: 
Monthly Welcome Breakfast, Fill out a welcome card 

Are there any Reach activities? Yes 

Name two Reach activities: 

Chili cook off, Thanksgiving Dinner 

Were there any touch points or items that you can take home with 

you? No 
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If you answered “Yes,” describe those touch points: 
      

 

Were there any event promotions: Yes 

If you answered “Yes,” name 2 events: 
Chili Cook Off, Thanksgiving Dinner 

During service, did the Church Leader:  

 Ask for your contact info? 

 Invite you to an event? 

 Direct you to the website? 

 Tell you to download the app 

 None of the above 

Was there anyone at the welcome desk after service? Yes 

How long did you have to wait at the welcome desk after service 

for someone? No Wait 

How was the overall friendliness of the staff/volunteers? 

Very Friendly 

Was the staff helpful and informative? Yes 

How was the overall friendliness of the congregation? 

Somewhat Friendly 

If you provided your contact info, were you contacted yet? Yes 

How much time passed (until you did or if you have not, until you 

completed this survey)? 2-7 Days 

How were you contacted? (check all that apply)  

 Email 

 Text 

 Phone call 

 Push notification 

 Video 

 Visit 

 I was never contacted 

 


